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+15144263888 - http://www.palaisimperial.ca/

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Le Palais Imperial from Kirkland. Currently, there are 18
courses and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Le Palais Imperial:
This is an ideal place to eat Chinese food! It is large enough for one to have elbow room while eating, and the
eating is great! We tried a variety of dishes and found everything to be very tasty, as well as pleasantly served

with enthusiasm. read more. What User doesn't like about Le Palais Imperial:
First off they forgot our rice. Dumpling exteriors were soggy & tasted watered down. Ordered General Tao

chicken, pineapple chicken & fried rice as well as spring rolls. Everything tasted old like it had been sitting under
a warmer all day -definitely nothing freshly made. The kids didn't even like anything except the spring rolls.

Disappointing Mother's Day supper besides not having to cook read more. If you want to spoil your palate with a
bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The imaginative Asian fusion cuisine of the Le Palais Imperial from

Kirkland - a delicious mix of proven and the unexpected, On the menu there are also several Asian menus. Also,
they proffer you flavorful seafood meals, Many visitors are especially looking forward to the versatile, tasty

Chinese cuisine.
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Noodle�
SINGAPORE NOODLES

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP

Homemad� Sauce�
PEANUT SAUCE
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SHRIMP

CHICKEN
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BUTTER
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Monday 11:00 -14:30 17:00 -21:00
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